C I R C U L A R

It is notified for the information of all bachelor students of all batches who have applied for the Prime Minister’s Laptop Scheme and also their record validated are informed that all validated students are not eligible for the Laptop Scheme. Only those validated students of each batch for considering that secured top Merit positions as per policy set by the HEC. The details of distribution of Laptops each batch allocation-wise are as under.

1. 50% of allocated numbers to 1\textsuperscript{st} year students in bachelor programs
2. 20% of allocated numbers to 2\textsuperscript{nd} year students in bachelor programs
3. 10% of allocated numbers to 3\textsuperscript{rd} year students in bachelor programs
4. 10% of allocated numbers to 4\textsuperscript{th} year students in bachelor programs or Masters (16 year education) 1\textsuperscript{st} year (5% each if both exist).
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